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The present invention relates to the manufac 
ture of electric conductors composed of one or a 
plurality of singleor divided conducting or re 

' sistant cores which are insulated from a metal 
sheath by a powdered mineral insulating mate 
rial. 

It has already been proposed, for manufactur 
ing conductors of this category, in particular 
when the ?nished product is obtained by elonga 
tion of a suitably dimensioned blank, to use a 
mineral insulating material in a highly com 
pacted and totally dehydrated state. 
The insulating material usually employed hith 

erto in such cables is ordinary magnesium oxide. 
The applicant has observed that, when the 

bare ends of such a conductor are left exposed to 
the atmosphere, a decrease occurs in certain of 
the dielectric qualities. 
Thus if - a section of conductor. the ends of 

which are not provided with ?uid-tight devices 
and wherein the free edge of the dielectric is in 
direct contact with the atmosphere, is exposed 
in an atmosphere of average hygrometric degree, 
temperature and pressure, it is observed that its 
insulating resistance per kilometre which was, for 
example, 10,000 megohms at the end of its manu 
facture, gradually decreases. ‘ , 

It is an easy matter to follow the law ofvari 
ation of this resistance proportionally to the 
time of exposure and to plot the curve of same. 
Experience shows that, after a more or less long 
time, said curve reaches a value below which it 
practically 'does not fall. 
In the case of a conductor which is insulated 

with ordinary magnesium oxide, said value is 
about 100,000 ohms ‘when the radial thickness of 
the insulating material is 1.5 mm. and. in the 
above circumstances of exposure. - ' 

Now, if the conductor is cut at a certain length, 
for example at a few centimetres, from-each of 
the ends of the section. substantially the initial 
value of insulating resistance’ is found again. 
The variation of insulating resistance observed 
is an end phenomenon and, independently of the 
insulating resistance per kilometre of the con 
ductorr itself or of the lineformed by same, it is 
possible to de?ne a "limiting insulating resist 
ance per free en .” ' 

In the above mentioned case. the mean value 
of the limiting insulating resistance per free end 
is about'200.000 ohms. 

,It would appear that these phenomena origi 
nate from a certain reabsorotion of the atmos 
rheric moisture by the insulating material. in 
the part adiacent its edge which is exposed to 
contact with the air. 
The decrease of the insulating resistance may 

(Cl. 174-102) 
be considerable, in particular when the insulating 
material is ordinary magnesium oxide. 

It is necessary to have recourse to end devices 
in order to obtain a satisfactory ?uid-tightness, 
in the absence of which devices the absolute value 
of the insulating resistance of the line quickly 
falls and reaches substantially one half of the 
value of the limiting insulating resistance of 

’ each end. The drawing illustrates a cross-sec 
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tion of a conductor made in accordance with 
this invention. According to the present inven 
tion, for the manufacture of electric conductors 
of the category in question, insulating materials 
are employed such that the conductors manufac 
tured have a higher limiting insulating resist— 
ance per free end than that obtained with ordi 
nary magnesium oxide, i. 'e. higher than 0.2 
megohm for a radial thickness of insulating ma 
terial of 1.5 mm. 

Moreover, the insulating material may be so 
chosen that the absolute value of the limiting 

' insulating resistance of the line itself is higher 
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than a predetermined value taking into account 
the number of free ends. 

If it is desired, for example, to guarantee the . 
line an absolute insulating resistance value of 
500,000 ohms under the above mentioned aver 
age conditions, for a conductor having a radial 
thickness of insulating material of 1.5 mm., if 
there are only two free ends an insulating ma 
terial will be chosen of which the limiting insu 
lating resistance per free end is not lower than 
1 megohm. - 
Among the insulating materials which have 

this property, oxides or compounds of calcium or 
of other similar substances will be chosen in 
particular. , 

The applicant has found, in fact, that although 
very hygroscopic, calcium oxide placed under the 
conditions to which it is subjected between the 
core of the conductor and the metal sheath, 
gives the means of obtaininisv a very much higher 
limiting insulating resistance per end than what 
had hitherto been obtained and in particular very 
much higher than that of conductors insulated 
with ordinary magnesium oxide. 
In a practical example ‘in which calcium oxide 

was employed, the limiting insulating resistance 
per end was found to be higher than 20 meg 
ohms, for a radial thickness of insulating mate 
rial of 1.5 mm. 
Powdered insulating materials which are capa 

- ble of “swelling” are generally suitable for this 

a 
purpose, that is to say those, such as calcium ox 
ides or compounds, which cannot absorb mois 
ture or in a general manner combine with air or 
its constituents without increasing in volume. 
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The insulating material is, in fact, bound by the _ 
sheath which forms an obstacle to its swelling 
and consequently to‘ ‘the absorption of moisture. 
Powdered insulating materials which, in the 

region of their contact with the air, are capable 
of forming a ?lm which is impervious or at least 
only slightly sensitive to moisture, for example 

- owing to a natural action ‘such as that of the 
carbonic acid of the, air, are‘ also suitable. 
With conductors thus constructed, it is fur 

thermore possible either to eliminate any end 
device, or to make use of less ?uid-tight devices 
which are consequently less, costly tovmanufac 
ture. 
For the manufacture,'the powdered insulating‘ 

material used iswtotally dehydrated before the 
usual mechanical treatments of shaping, draw 
ing, etc., theinsulating material being introduced 
into the rough shape, either in the powdered 
state, or in the shape of agglomerated blocks in 
a highly‘ compact state, or in any other shape, 
or by means of any other methods. It is pos 
sible, in particular, to effect the total dehydra 
tion by heating the insulating material under 
appropriate conditions until it no longer loses 
weight; in practice, for ordinary calcium exide, 
such dehydration is complete when it has been 
subjected to a temperature of 900° to 1000° C. for 
several hours. ' 

The invention also covers the use of insulating 
materials having the properties claimed, and in 
particular calcium oxide, either in the state‘ of 

' homogeneous mixtures, or by radial or longitudi 
nal juxtaposition of different insulating matea 
rials in contact with each other. Theinvention 
covers in particular the wires, cables or conduc 
tors of the category in question which have the 
properties described and in which the dielectric 
is binary and is formed by calcium oxide and 
magnesium oxide, whatever be the proportion of 
the two substances. The applicant has proved. 
that in this. case, the highest limiting insulation 
resistance is obtained when the proportion of. 
calcium oxide relatively tothe whole is between 
'25 and 40%. I ‘ 

\It is advantageous, in particular when'the in 
sulating material is introduced into the rough 
shape in the form of agglomerated blocks, to add 
to said insulating material a‘. certain proportion 
of the boron oxide, so as to form a homogeneous 
mixture the presence of which has, amongst 
other advantages, the effect of facilitating 
moulding, in particular _by making stripping 
easier, and in certain cases of improving at the 
same time the limiting insulation resistance per 
free end. - . v 

Satisfactory results have thus been obtained 
by using a homogeneous mixture comprising: 

Parts 
CaO - 30 

MgO 70 
B203 ____ 1 
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- Good results have also been obtained by using 
a homogeneous mixture comprising: 

Parts 
MgO ___________________________ _'_ _____ __j_' 91 
B203 ________________ _; _________________ .__ ‘ 9 

These proportions are onlygiven by way of 
example. ‘ 

Preferably and in order to ensure a homoge 
neous mixture, the boron oxide is added in solu— 
tion" to the mixture in the ‘state of paste from 
which, by drying to a suitable degree, the pow-. 
dered insulating material will be prepared, The 
insulating material is‘ then subjected to the 
usual treatments such as agglomeration in‘ the 
shape ofinsulating blocks, dehydration, intro 
duction into the rough shape, etc. - 
Moreover, without exceeding the scope of the 

invention, the improvedinsulating material such 
as calcium oxide, boron oxide or the like may “7 
be introduced into the homogeneous/,powdered 
insulating material only in theczone of each end ' 
-of~-t_he conductor. " -' f 
The invention also covers‘ 

above. , - _ - 

The conductors may be manufactured as above 
set forth and using for example atvleast ‘for those 
portions adjacent the ends a mixture containing 
from 25 to 40% calcium oxide and 75 to 60% of 
magnesia. Thereafter each of the ends of the 
conductor may be dipped in'\a boric acid solution. ' 

I claim: . 
1. An electric conductor comprising a core’; a 

' ‘metallic sheath and av powdered insulating ma 
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terial located between said core and sheath, said 
insulating material comprising a mixture of cal 
cium oxide and magnesia, said calcium oxide 
comprising between 25 and 40% of ‘said mixture 
and saidmagnesia the remainder of said mix 
ture. ) ’ ' I ‘ . 

2. An electric conductor comprising a ,core, 
a metallic sheath and a powdered insulating ma 
terial located'b'etween. said core andsheath, said 
insulating material comprising a’ mixture of cal 
cium oxide, magnesia and boric oxide, said cal- ' 
cium oxide comprising between 25 and 40% and 
said boric oxide comprising about ‘1% of. said 
mixture and said magnesia the remainder of 
'said mixture. 

3. An‘ electric conductor comprising a a ‘core, 
a metallic sheath and a powdered insulating ma 
terial located between said core and sheath, said 
insulating material located at the ends'of' said 
conductor comprising a mixture of about 25 to 
40% of calcium oxide and 75 to 60% of magnesia. 

4. An electric conductor comprising- a. core, a, 
metallic sheath and a powdered insulating ma- - 
terial located between said core and sheath,‘ said 
insulating material comprising a mixture :of'. 
about 25 to 40% 'of calcium oxide, 74" to 59% 

- of magnesia and 1% of boric oxide. 

electric; conductors 1 . 
in which the dielectric is composed as ‘stated 


